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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

°4 Monday, March 14, 1960. The Board met in the Board Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman

Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman

Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Shepardson
Mr. King

Mr. Sherman, Secretary

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Thomas, Adviser to the Board

Mr. Young, Adviser to the Board

Mr. Shay, Legislative Counsel

Mr. Noyes, Director, Division of
Research and Statistics

Mr. Koch, Adviser, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Keir, Chief, Government Finance Section,

Division of Research and Statistics

ey market developments and related matters. Mr. Thomas reviewed

4nd n„
-itelyzed various recent financial developments, including the sharp

-1) in the money supply in February, the increase in the velocity of

raoh
tey 4„

-"Mover, and the decline in rates on United States Government

Following discussion based on the presentation of Mr. Thomas,

Mr.
"lr commented further on money market developments.

Messrs. Shay and Keir then withdrew from the meeting and Messrs.

General Counsel, Solomon, Director, Division of Examinations,

Associate Adviser, Division of Research and Statistics,

%red the room, along with Messrs. Farrell, Director, Conkling, As-

Elietartt 
Director, Collier, Chief, Current Series Section, and Veenstra,

cal Assistant, Division of Bank Operations.
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Collection of branch reports of condition. In accordance with

the Understanding at the meeting on Thursday, March 10, further consider-

"11 loas given to a proposal, as discussed in a memorandum from the

Division

biennial

the June

Of Bank Operations dated March 7, 1960, to expand the regular

collection of reports of deposits by counties, scheduled for

1960 call, so as to require reports on individual branches,

ask for certain detail in addition to the usual county deposit totals,

l'equire publication of individual branch data or in some other way

rilake
uch data legally available for use in administrative hearings.

At the request of the Board, Mr. Farrell reviewed reasons Why

the Division

')111-41 imPose

CO411ents, he

Purpose type and do not maintain separate ledger controls, and that

the 
substantial increase in the use of centralized bookkeeping procedures

Of Bank Operations felt that the collection of such data

a severe burden on reporting banks. In the course of his

pointed out that many branches opened recently have been of the

84311.rently would intensify reporting difficulties.

he
referred to an appraisal

frct the Federal Reserve

llice President Crosse.

1)1111:8 might be lightened

blit he 
noted that banks might

they 
1./re 

informed that the data

of the problem

Bank of New York

In this connection,

contained in a memorandum

that had been transmitted by

Mr. Farrell suggested that the burden on the

if estimating of

be hesitant

were

branch data were permitted,

to resort to estimating if

to be, or might be, published.

In discussion based on these comments, question was raised as to

Vheth__
the problem confronting the reporting banks would be as great as
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haa been 
suggested, it being pointed out that most banks in conducting

their normal operations would be likely to obtain data regularly on

the 1°Was and deposits of their branches. In this connection, it was

40tea that branch data are customarily made available to examiners at

the time of an examination. The comment was made by Mr. Solomon that

1411. Crosse, in a telephone conversation, had indicated that although

14 some cases it might be difficult for banks to furnish branch 
data

it 
advance notice or an authorization for estimating, it seemed

elqdent that banks must get information, at least periodically, to 
keep

the
lleellrea posted on the progress of their branches. Mr. Crosse had

e3cIll'eesed the view that in principle it would be desirable to 
obtain

the 
suggested branch data.

Members of the staff were requested to comment on the uses of

data) if obtained, and Mr. Hackley said it was thought 
desirable,

14
CO

rirlection with holding company, merger, and branch bank cases, 
for

the /3
cerd to have information on branch deposits of banks in 

the area

Ilfled in order to determine the effect on competition if an 
appli-

vere approved. While a great deal of information is available

tolaee

from
examination reports, it probably could not be used for public

Dlarpo.
'es; and in holding company cases it is desirable to be able 

to

e in the Board's statement figures relating to the effect on

e° Petiti
—"In. Branch data would, of course, not be completely 

adequate

egel purposes unless they were available for national 
and insured

to

e.. ,
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Ilellniember banks as well as State member banks. However, the Legal

1)1-vision vauld be satisfied if branch data were obtained only per-

tOd

perhaps every year or every two years.

In this connection) question was raised regarding the possibility

or 84 arrang ement whereby branch data in examination reports could be

Used more freely, the thought being that this might avoid placing an

alitional reporting burden upon the banks. However, it was pointed

(Itit th„ 
in any event the data mould have to be supplied in connection

lth
examinations and that the data would not be on a wholly comparable

basis.

clate

A further question related to the feasibility of obtaining branch

as needed in connection with particular cases coming before the
]30ard.

Comments in this respect were in terms that it would be difficult

Pedal requests of banks in a particular area to aid the Board

ite
consideration of a particular application, that there might be

1:4414

atld that comparisons with similar situations in other geographical
ar

14°111d not be possible.

With further reference to uses that might be made of branch data,
Mr. 11

Boke

question about the public use of data for a restricted group of

c"8 noted that the System Research Advisory Committee had gone on
re ord

ln favor of collecting these data on at least on a one-time basis,

g °Pen the question whether the data should continue to be collected

at 
What intervals. The Committee had noted that Federal Reserve Banks
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'Were 
disturbed by the unavailability of such data for smaller geograph-

ickl areas on a reliable basis in connection with various types of local

studies. Mr. Noyes also pointed out that the research staff has a basic

eat in the structure of the banking system, what is happening to

that structure, and how the banking system is providing services to

the Public at large.

In reply to a question, Mr. Conkling said that the Federal

N'osit Insurance Corporation had expressed interest in expanding the

eglaar wurvey of deposits by counties to collect certain information

(341(400 and that the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency had not

Yet expressed a view on the general subject. When similar data were

colie
eted in 1949, he noted, all three of the Federal banking agencies

coeh-
-vvrsted. As to the present status of the current proposal, consider-

"III had been limited thus far to discussion within the staffs of the

?edersi. supervisory agencies.

It was then indicated that the members of the Board considered

it desirable to collect abbreviated reports of condition of commercial

E°* branches in connection with the June 1960 call, if that could be

s.
'ithout placing an unreasonable burden on the reporting banks. As

ext Step in the consideration of the matter, it was agreed that the

--'" of the Presidents' Conference should be informed that the Board

IttaA
" like to discuss the subject with the Presidents at the joint meet-

to
be held on Tuesday, March 22. In this connection, it was understood
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that 
consideration of the matter would be limited at this stage to

Persons 
within the Federal Reserve System, except for informal dis-

cussion vith representatives of the Comptroller of the Currency and

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Classification of cities and banks for reserve purposes. At

The 
meeting on Thursday, March 10, there was preliminary discussion of

the staff report that had been submitted with a memorandum from Mr.

11241141a dated March 4, 1960, relating to the problem of classifying cities

sad banks for reserve purposes. It was decided at that time to defer

1\4141er discussion until all of the Board members were available.

Governor Robertson, who spoke first, said that the staff report

to indicate what could not be done more than 'what could be done.

+1.Nevel.
"'"alese, the report had served a good purpose, namely, to bring

that the Board was dealing with a relatively small group of banks

IllIcsa classification would be doubtful. It should be possible to ob-

telt
adequate information on that group of banks rather quickly, and

tliet +1,
-"e Board must in some manner draw a line of demarcation. Since

d. 
11°t appear that size or any other one factor provided a basis for

ttcli

tig that line, a combination of factors apparently must be con-

litclex*ecl, Particularly in the light of the provision of the statute indi-

ea.4
4 that the classification of a bank shall be determined on the

haat.
' Of the character of its business.
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Governor Shepardson expressed views that were generally similar

to those stated by Governor Robertson.

Governor King said he was still inclined to believe that a

11881fication of banks based on size might be satisfactory, and it

14°141(1 be susceptible of general understanding. If that basis were

ticed) a bank would be able to decide whether it wished to expand even

irthat meant that it would be placed in a higher reserve classification.

4144 view, the matter would become extremely involved if anything

clIthel' than a size concept was used, and the resulting confusion might

lead ,
feelings of discrimination or favoritism within the banking

rilterrlitY. He did not object to developing additional information,

bIlt he 1ms inclined to think that in the end a classification based

On the
size factor might be decided upon by the Board.

Chairman Martin then called upon Governor Szymczak for comments

40tit
g that at the March 10 meeting Governor Szymczak had expressed the

11"hat the staff paper was a good one although it did not give the

tire
solution to the problem.

Governor Szymczak said he thought the paper gave something

t'141t bre,- ,
--ugat the Board very close to a solution. He felt that Annex C

Ettcomp

allYing the memorandum from Mr. Thomas went to the heart of the
Droblem.

gat 4 4

'‘fioation and having that classification based on two outstanding

leeh
-'41--bank deposits and velocity. Then the Board would be in a

First there was a question of what constitutes a reserve city
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P3aitian to make exceptions within those reserve city classifications,

baaing the authorization for individual banks to carry reduced re-

quirements on the character of their business. As indicated in the

81414 the Board needed additional figures, and it should proceed to

"t then. In his opinion, the Board also should have the comments of

the Federal Reserve Banks. The Reserve Banks ought to study whether

ErlY classification standards that might be suggested could be properly

vorked out in the respective districts. In the meantime, the Board

e°1434 
Proceed on individual cases in the manner that it had been pro-

ceedi 
thus far.

Governor Mills stated that his thinking was similar to that ex-

essed by Governor King. He was concerned that the present law had been

(41 thp- statute books for about eight months and the Board had not yet

Nrpo

hatue,„
Wholesale and retail deposits and explore the turnover of debits

arict

tc1C)/ot d
e- standards for the classification for cities and banks for reserve

se8- If an attempt was made to refine the statistics to distinguish

cle130
Sits, he feared that the job would never be done. Accordingly,

he
it that the Board must arrive at some relatively simple method

that
v°111d. afford at least rough justice to all concerned.

In further discussion, Mr. Farrell suggested that the standards

ela
ication of cities might not have to be quite as precise as

ttliciaz

(18 for individual banks in order to bring about the "rough justice"
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that Governor Mills had mentioned. For this reason, he hoped that it

1418ht be possible to move forward rather quickly on the classification

°D eities.

Mr. Hackley then suggested a possible solution along the fol-

4ving lines. He noted that under the law the Board is only authorized,

"etlY speaking, to provide a standard for the classification

cities.
However, the objective is actually to classify banks. Therefore,

it nil be possible to include in Regulation D a statement or formula

for
4-aeaifYing cities, and in another section indicate that the Board

14011i 'grant permission to carry reduced reserves to banks with less than
a

-9-

of

stated volume of net demand deposits. In the case of a bank with a

deposit volume, the Board would determine whether to grant an

4414

the bahl,t
----s business; and in making its decision the Board would take

141.4
scYnsideration factors such as total deposits, interbank deposits,

in a city, interbank competition, and the nature of the bank's

cation to carry lover reserves on the basis of the character of

1°eEtt
1)1411.

Ileae generally. Such a procedure would provide a certain amount of
1 
eeval, 4

4-11 determining whether particular banks should be permitted to
ef:tr

Nee

ektiot

144 Intl" be eliminated not later than the middle of 1962, following

liG°Irernor Shepardson said he agreed in principle with the theory of

rY 
over reserves.

Governor King commented to the effect that his thinking on the

t 14as influenced by the fact that the central reserve city classifi-
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simple an approach as possible but doubted whether the Board

e°1116 proceed on a simplified basis in the "fringe area". He under-

stood 
that there were a number of cities, not presently reserve cities,

114ving one or more banks that would have to be classified as reserve

itY banks under any standard that the Board might decide upon, and

he inquired whether these cities woulo be picked up if a dividing line

14" dravn on the basis of banks -with $100 million of net demand deposits.

Mr. Farrell suggested that it might be more workable to make a

dietinction on the basis of a percentage relationship between city

cisits and deposits of the country as a 'whole, so as to allow for

national deposit growth.

Mr. Thomas stated that any simple size standard would appear to

necessitate the classification as reserve cities of many cities not now

8° Cl .
"slfied, or the declassification of a number of reserve cities.

liUstrated by referring to a number of cities, not now reserve cities,

e there are banks with demand deposits of more than $100 million.

Question was raised whether the additional information that the

thought it desirable to obtain was in the process of being actively

8'ccumalated, and the reply vas
be

to the effect that such information should

available within a period of not more than a month. While the number

c)r e45ee that raised serious questions was relatively small, it was

QckiLlered necessary to have over-all data in order to make appropriate

8t1"istical analyses.
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The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Notes: Pursuant to the recommendation
contained in a memorandum from the Director of
the Division of Bank Operations, Governor Shepardson
today approved on behalf of the Board the appoint-
ment of John Boyer Phillip Baird as Analyst in
that Division, 'with basic annual salary at the
rate of $5,430 effective the date he assumes his
duties.

Governor Shepardson also approved today on behalf
of the Board a letter to the Interstate Commerce
Commission requesting an extension for 30 days
from March 240 1960, of the detail to the Board
Of Mr. Edward H. McMahan, Hearing Examiner, with
the understanding that the terms of reimbursement
contained in the Board's letter of September 24,

1959, would obtain during the period of extension.
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